
Have The Courage to Be Outstanding 

November 14, 2011 Minutes 
  

Meeting called to order at 7:01 pm 

Announcements 
Principal’s Report: Thanks Kacey and FRCC for helping with the ice cream 
social — a wonderful part of the 10-year celebration. Turnout was probably 
for KidZing and ice cream. 

Kindergarten registration window starts December 1st — up a bit this year. We 
don’t generally get new registration materials until just before the window’s 
open. What’s on the district website is from last year. It will be there in time, 
but not in advance. We’re hoping to have two full day classes and one to two 
half days. 

The open enrollment window starts at the same time. That paperwork should 
remain current. If open enrolling for kindergarten, submit both forms. 

Our goal is to accept all open enrollment applications, but this is only our 
second year so we don’t know what to expect. 

Kindergarten information night is Dec 6 at 5:30   

Report Card Training: Due to the new grading system going in, Dr. Guthals 
will hold a training at 6:00 before our next meeting. 

Our district is part of pilot for new evaluation system via Senate Bill 191. Ask 
Dr. Guthals for more information if you’re interested. Approximately a 
dozen districts are participating  — urban, suburban, rural, different 
socioeconomic status schools, different levels of student achievement. 

Classroom Updates  
 Preschool: Working on Halloween, carving pumpkins, singing songs, learning 

letters/colors/fall/Thanksgiving, and a brief introduction to pilgrims/Indians 
What to be thankful for? Painting on an easel.  

 Kindergarten: Learning about fish (and observing in the classroom), and the 
first Thanksgiving and comparing what they had then with what we have.  

 1st: Excited about liquids and gasses. Getting ready for Thanksgiving play. 
Homework is still addition / subtraction / find the missing number.  

 2nd: Thanks, FRCC, for your support! Finished vocabulary-packed geometry 
unit in Math Expressions — parallelograms, quadrangles, and so forth. Science: 
Balance and Motion (new unit for 2nd grade team). Lots of home reading; 
most students have already logged 1,200 minutes of at-home reading. 

 3rd: Ms. Whisman had surgery today. Math: Working on rounding. Back to 
addition and subtraction. Science: Finished Matter; taking a break from 
science for a while. Reading: Detailed summaries (reading chapter books). 
Social Studies: Building log cabins for the beginning of their pioneer unit. 

 4th: Math: Large number addition/subtraction. Word problems. Science: 
Visiting with (huge) beetles a lot. People who wrote winning essays took 
crawfish home. Math: Continuing with geometry / geometry word problems. 
Looks like pre-algebra.  Watched City of Ember after reading it out loud. 

 Library: Ms. Bennett is back! (Dr. Guthals’ reports: we may need a volunteer 
to help organize the library like a bookstore instead of using Dewey Decimal) 
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 Question on Library: Why are classes going only once every other week? 
There just aren’t enough minutes in the day to do more. It’s more consistent 
now that less library time is happening across all grade levels. Teachers still 
bring classes in to do research projects (and the like), and with fewer classes in 
regularly there’s more time for that now. 

 5th: Writing: Finished persuasive essays; beginning process (how-to papers). 
Reading: Working through theme 5; will complete theme test on Friday. 
Working on synonyms and antonyms. Strategy of monitoring and 
understanding. Context of learning about early America and the Constitution 
specifically. Science: Finished landforms and water units and will begin. 
Science cupboard is missing salt so if anyone wants to donate salt, it’s 
sometimes borrowed and never replaced. 

 Art: First Grade: working on alien collages. Second: Giant skeletons with oil 
pastel backgrounds. Third: embossed foil masks in ancient Greek styles (Gods 
and Goddesses today) Fourth: Clay coins. Fifth: Watercolor gargoyles. 

 Music: Writing their own music! Doing a lot of dance circles.  

 PE: Rope World! (More like an obstacle course). Capture the Flag. Kickball. 
Finished a huge unit on Yo-Yos. 

 Computers: Math computer program called IXL. Programs for every grade 
level. IXL.com  (Got a free pilot of it last year) 

 FRCC received a card from Ms. Sperry’s class. Thanks to parents who helped 
clip box tops and Campbell’s soup labels! 

Updates 
Holiday Pie Fundraiser. Have 53 pies, and can take orders through 
tomorrow. 

$300 Fox Trot Prize Winners: Limo ride this Friday. K/1/2 is going 12:40 to 
1:40. 3/4/5 from 1:40 to 2:40. Just enough kids to have full limo. Then come 
back for ice cream sandwiches. 

February Evening Out & Silent Auction: Jessica and Melissa working on 
that. A quick, unofficial poll shows interest among members present in an 
event costing $20 / person at the Plaza. For Sanborn’s silent auction, each 
class has a theme (parents donate for a sports theme, coffee theme, etc).  

Campbell’s Soup: Our parent volunteer for labels is unable to handle labels, 
so we need someone to trim/sort/mail. 

Action Items  
Requests for Funding: Two teachers have requested FRCC to allocate some 
of our surplus money. Dawn Kernahan requests funding for one iPad 
dedicated to the special education department. Missy McIntosh requests 
funding for two iPads to use for literacy support. 

FRCC approves both requests with an overall limit of $2,000, from which 
each teacher may spend up to $50 on applications. We may want the 
“Defender Case” to protect the devices. 

By-Laws & Policies: Move to adopt by-laws and policies as printed and 
distributed tonight. The motion carries. 

Budget: Move to adopt budget as printed and distributed tonight. The motion 
carries. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:34 


